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Rhythmic pore dynamics in a shrinking lipid vesicle
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The rhythmic motion of membrane pore behavior under nonequilibrium conditions was studied. Application
of the surfactant triton X-100 �TX-100� caused lipid vesicles to exhibit two types of shrinking dynamics with
pore generation, which depended on both the size of the vesicles and the concentration of added TX-100. Small
vesicles and the addition of a low concentration of TX-100 resulted in rhythmic-pore dynamics, where a
transient pore was generated within a vesicle in a repetitive manner. In contrast, large vesicles and a high
concentration of TX-100 led to continuous-pore dynamics, where the vesicle maintained an open pore during
the shrinking process. In the rhythmic-pore membrane, long-cycle oscillation was observed with large vesicles
and a low concentration TX-100. The period of one cycle decreased with a decrease in the vesicle size and an
increase in the TX-100 concentration. We discuss the mechanism of these trends by considering the elastic free
energy of the membrane.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is important to understand the physical mechanisms that
govern the dynamical motions and properties of cell plasma
membranes �1�. Giant lipid vesicles have been studied as a
simple model of biological membranes �2–4�. Giant vesicles
with a diameter on the order of 10 �m are large enough to
allow the direct real-time microscopic observations of mem-
brane dynamics at the level of single vesicles. Many experi-
mental studies using giant vesicles have been conducted to
analyze the stable membrane structure and/or its changes
upon exposure to external stimuli �2,4–13�. Theoretical stud-
ies have also been used to develop models in terms of elastic
bending energies �14–19�. These models have been able to
predict several vesicular morphologies, including prolate,
oblate, stomatocyte, and bud, that are indeed observed by
optical microscopy �20,21�. Thus, the equilibrium mechani-
cal properties of vesicles are relatively well understood. Re-
cently, the dynamical behaviors of nonequilibrium mem-
branes have attracted considerable attention �22� �e.g.,
rhythmic membrane shrinkage induced by chemical reac-
tions �23–27�, enhanced membrane fluctuation due to the ac-
tivity of embedded ion pumps �28–31�, and the dynamics of
vesicles in shear flow �32–40�.�

Rhythmic motion with energy dissipation is a typical phe-
nomenon under nonequilibrium conditions. If we can reveal
the mechanism that underlies rhythmic events in lipid mem-
branes, we should be able to reach a better understanding of
the biophysical properties of microscale membrane systems
that are out of equilibrium, such as living cells. Nomura et
al. reported the rhythmic �stepwise� membrane shrinkage of
giant vesicles upon exposure to surfactants �23�. It has also
been reported that the solubilization of lipid bilayers by sur-
factants is accompanied by morphological changes in the
bilayer and the emergence of mixed micelles �41�, which
facilitates the extraction of membrane proteins from

biomembranes. The presumed steps in the process of the
solubilization are as follows: the incorporation of surfactants
into membranes leads to an increase in vesicular size until
the bilayers are saturated with surfactants and then the satu-
rated membranes shrink to form lipid-surfactant mixed mi-
celles �42–45�. Nomura et al. observed the dynamic aspects
of the solubilization of giant lipid vesicles by surfactants
using dark-field microscopy and found that vesicles exposed
to various surfactants exhibited unusual behaviors, such as
rhythmic shrinkage, inside-out inversion, opening-up, and
bursting �23�. A variety of transformations depended on the
combinations of the membrane materials and added surfac-
tants. In rhythmic shrinkage, vesicles show intermittent trem-
ors in membrane fluctuation and a stepwise decrease in size.
The interval between tremors decreased as the liposomal size
decreased. Theories have been developed to explain such
membrane dynamics. Umeda et al. performed a Fourier
analysis of the membrane fluctuation dynamics �46�. Kaga et
al. formulated kinetic equations of the stepwise shrinkage
dynamics by assuming that it consists of two processes
�47,48�: the nucleation process of a pore under an increase in
membrane tension and closure of the pore due to the line
tension of the pore edge after the leakage of inner fluid.
However, in contrast to this progress in theoretical studies,
there have been no further experimental studies on
surfactant-induced rhythmic events in a membrane system.

In this paper, we obtained real-time observations and per-
formed a systematic analysis of the rhythmic shrinkage of
giant lipid vesicles interacting with surfactant molecules. We
chose the zwitterionic lipid dioleoyl L-� phosphatidylcholine
�DOPC� as the membrane material and the nonionic surfac-
tant triton X-100 �TX-100� since this combination readily
reproduces the previously reported rhythmic behavior �23�.
We found that lipid vesicles exhibit two types of shrinking
dynamics with pore generation: rhythmic-pore and
continuous-pore dynamics. Each of these are observed de-
pending on both the size of the vesicles and the concentra-
tion of added TX-100. We theoretically discuss the mecha-
nism of this difference in the dynamics of membrane
shrinking by considering the elastic free energy of bilayer
membranes.
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II. EXPERIMENTS

DOPC was obtained from avanti polar lipids. The fluores-
cent lipid N-�rhodamine red-X�-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt
�rhodamine-PE� was obtained from invitrogen. TX-100 and
D�+�-glucose were purchased from Nacalai Tesque. Giant
vesicles were prepared from dry lipid films of DOPC by the
natural swelling method. Briefly, the lipid was dissolved in
chloroform/methanol �2:1, v/v� along with rhodamine-PE
and D�+�-glucose ��lipid� / �glucose�=1:3 molar ratio� in a
glass test tube and dried under vacuum for 3 h to form thin
lipid films �49�. The tube was placed in a desiccator for 3 h
to remove the organic solvent. The film was then swollen
with distilled water for 15 h at 37 °C. The final concentra-
tions were 0.05 mM DOPC and 2 mol% rhodamine-PE. We
constructed an observation chamber with two compartments
separated by a porous filter �pore diameter 0.2 �m, What-
man� �Fig. 1�. The vesicle solution �6 �L� was placed in the
lower compartment, and 40 �L of suitably diluted TX-100
solution was added to the upper compartment. The vesicles
were then allowed to gently interact with the added TX-100
molecules �9�. Time-dependent changes in membrane mor-
phology were observed using a fluorescent microscope
�IX71, Olympus� equipped with a confocal scanner �CSU-
10, Yokogawa�, and the images were recorded on HDD at 30
frame/s.

III. RESULTS

Our observation chamber enabled us to follow the entire
process of the dynamic response of lipid vesicles after the
application of external stimuli. We first chose a single vesicle
with a spherical structure and then added surfactant solution
to the chamber to start the stimulation. Observation contin-
ued until the vesicles dissolved and disappeared or for sev-
eral tens of minutes, which was the time limit for the pho-
tobleaching of the fluorescent dye. Upon treatment with TX-
100, lipid vesicles exhibit deformation dynamics prior to the
membrane shrinkage reported by Nomura et al. �23� �Fig.
2�a��. After the introduction of TX-100, thin membrane tubes
appeared in the spherical vesicle, and the fluctuation of the
vesicular membrane was enhanced. The tubes gradually be-
came thicker and were absorbed by the largely convoluted
membrane surface. Once the vesicle was fully deformed,
membrane fluctuation gradually decreased until a completely
spherical structure was achieved. Careful observations con-

firmed that the membrane area gradually increased and then
decreased during vesicular deformation. Thus, TX-100 led to
an episodic increase in vesicle size followed by membrane
shrinkage. The diameter of the reformed spherical vesicle
was almost equal to the initial diameter before interaction
with TX-100 �Fig. 2�b��. The essentially equal diameters of
the spherical vesicles before and after deformation suggest
that the area of the membrane surface changes with an al-
most constant vesicular volume during transformation, as
shown in Fig. 2�a�. Therefore, upon treatment with TX-100,
the membrane area undergoes an episodic increase while the
volume remains constant. Then, the amount of membrane
materials decreases, and the area returns to its original value.
Even after shrinkage into a spherical shape, disintegration of
the membrane by surfactant molecules proceeded. As a re-
sult, the vesicle membrane material became increasingly in-
sufficient to encapsulate the enclosed incompressible aque-
ous volume, which led to pore generation within the bilayer
membrane �pore-shrinking dynamics, Fig. 3�.

We found that there are two distinct membrane pore dy-
namics in the shrinkage process: either a transient pore was
generated in a repetitive manner �Fig. 3�a�, rhythmic-pore
shrinkage� or an open pore remained in a vesicular mem-
brane until the vesicle became smaller and disappeared at the
microscopic level �Fig. 3�b�, continuous-pore shrinkage�.
Notably, we never observed multiple pores in a vesicular
membrane under our experimental conditions. Membrane
thermal fluctuation can be observed only during the period of
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustration of an observation
chamber that permits the gradual interaction of lipid vesicles and
TX-100.
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FIG. 2. �a� Vesicular deformation prior to the formation of a
membrane pore under treatment with TX-100. Time elapsed after
the addition of TX-100 to the vesicles. �b� Diameter-change ratio
�diameter of spherical vesicles after deformation divided by that
before deformation� at different TX-100 concentrations. The shaded
circles and open squares represent vesicles that went on to show
rhythmic-pore and continuous-pore dynamics after the temporary
behavior shown in Fig. 2�a�, respectively.
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pore opening as theoretically predicted �46�. From cross-
sectional images of vesicles, we measured the time trace of
the pore radius r divided by the vesicle radius R in the two
shrinkage processes. In rhythmic-pore shrinkage, the vesicle
exhibited periodic oscillatory pore formation �Fig. 3�a��. In a
single cycle, a pore opens rapidly to reach its largest size,
and then gradually closes. The duration of pore opening is
much shorter than the time with no hole. Successive pores
were generated at apparently random locations �51�. In con-
trast, in continuous-pore shrinkage, the vesicle maintained an
open pore during shrinkage �Fig. 3�b��. The temporal fluc-
tuation of r /R as measured from cross-sectional images can
be attributed to the out-of-focus position of the pore due to
thermal rotation of the vesicle. The rate of the decrease in
vesicle size dR /dt in rhythmic-pore shrinkage was slower
than that in continuous-pore shrinkage.

Next, we analyzed the periodic oscillatory behavior of
rhythmic-pore membranes. Figure 4�a� shows the cycle pe-
riod of rhythmic-pore motion for a vesicle as a function of
the vesicle diameter; the period of a cycle decreased with a
decrease in vesicle size. This trend is in good agreement with
the observations of Nomura et al. �23�. The relation between
the cycle period and the TX-100 concentration for vesicles
with a diameter of 15 �m is shown in Fig. 4�b�. A high
concentration of TX-100 produced a rhythmic-pore with a
short cycle. Thus, both the vesicle size and concentration of
added TX-100 affect the oscillatory cycle for a rhythmic-
pore membrane.

As shown in Fig. 3, a shrinking vesicle shows two distinct
membrane pore behaviors: rhythmic and continuous changes.
We examined the probability of the two membrane pore mo-
tions as a function of the concentration of added TX-100
from 0.1 to 4%v/v �Fig. 5�a��. At low concentrations of TX-
100, most vesicles exhibit rhythmic-pore shrinkage, while at
high concentrations of TX-100 vesicles tend to undergo
continuous-pore shrinkage. Moreover, Fig. 5�b� shows the
size distributions of rhythmic- and continuous-pore shrinking

vesicles under treatment with 0.2%, 1%, and 4% TX-100,
where the vesicle size was measured just before the first pore
opened. There is a clear trend in the appearance of the two
pore dynamics. The histogram of 1% TX-100 indicates that
larger vesicles tend to exhibit continuous-pore dynamics,
while smaller vesicles show rhythmic-pore dynamics. In ad-
dition, Fig. 5�c� shows the average diameter of vesicles un-
dergoing rhythmic- and continuous- pore dynamics at each
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FIG. 3. Microscopic image sequences of membrane pore dynamics in shrinking vesicles under treatment with TX-100. �a� Rhythmic-pore
shrinkage, where a transient pore was generated in a repetitive manner. Also see a movie in �50�. �b� Continuous-pore shrinkage, where a
pore remained intact during the shrinkage process. Also see a movie in �50�. Time traces of the pore radius r divided by the vesicle radius
R are shown at the bottom of each image. Time zero is chosen as the point at which a sphere was achieved after the deformation of a vesicle
as shown in Fig. 2�a�.
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FIG. 4. Periodic oscillatory motion of rhythmic-pore shrinkage.
�a� Cycle period as a function of the diameter of a single vesicle
with 0.2% TX-100. �b� Cycle period as a function of the TX-100
concentration for vesicles with a diameter of 15 �m.
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TX-100 concentration. At any concentration of TX-100,
vesicles with continuous-pore dynamics are larger than those
with rhythmic-pore dynamics. Therefore, the size of vesicles
is the main parameter that determines the difference in the
two pore dynamics, and the critical vesicle size depends on
the TX-100 concentration.

Additionally, we rarely observed a vesicle that underwent
a transition from continuous- to rhythmic-pore motion. Fig-
ure 6 shows microscopic image sequences of such a change
in pore dynamics. A vesicle undergoing continuous-pore mo-
tion suddenly closed its pore and then exhibited rhythmic-
pore shrinkage. The reverse transition, from rhythmic- to
continuous-pore, was never observed. This behavior of a
single vesicle is associated with the statistical trend shown in
Fig. 5: a larger vesicle exhibits continuous-pore motion,
while a smaller vesicle shows rhythmic-pore motion.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present results show that the application of TX-100
caused lipid vesicles to exhibit two types of shrinking dy-
namics with pore generation, which depend both on the size
of the vesicles and the concentration of added TX-100. A
qualitative phase diagram of the membrane pore dynamics is
shown in Fig. 7 for vesicle size and the TX-100 concentra-
tion. As shown in Fig. 5, small vesicles and the addition of a
low concentration of TX-100 result in rhythmic-pore dynam-
ics, while large vesicles and a high concentration of TX-100
lead to continuous-pore dynamics. Additionally, at the
rhythmic-pore membrane, large vesicles and a low concen-
tration of TX-100 produce long-cycle oscillation; the cycle
period decreased with a decrease in the vesicle size and an
increase in the TX-100 concentration �Fig. 4�.

We now discuss the mechanism of this trend in
membrane-shrinking dynamics by considering the elastic
free energy of lipid vesicles. Let us consider a spherical
vesicle with radius R which can have only one circular pore
with radius r. When a pore exists in the vesicle membrane,
the vesicle surface area is given by 4�R2−�r2=S−�r2,
where S is the surface area of a sphere with radius R. We set
r=0 when there is no pore in the vesicle. An important basic
quantity of a vesicle membrane is the equilibrium area a,
which is the optimal surface area per lipid molecule on the
vesicle surface. When the total number of lipid molecules in
one layer of the vesicle is N, the total equilibrium area A is
given by A=aN. In the present problem, N is a decreasing
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FIG. 7. Phase diagram of the membrane pore dynamics in
shrinking vesicles.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Microscopic image sequence of the tran-
sition from continuous- to rhythmic-pore shrinking dynamics in a
single vesicle. Arrows represent the pore that has opened within the
membrane.
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function of time because the lipid molecules are pulled away
from the vesicle surface by the formation of mixed micelles
with surfactant molecules contained in the surrounding solu-
tions �52�. Therefore, the actual surface area of the vesicle
differs from the optimal area as disintegration proceeds pro-
vided that the vesicle radius is time independent when no
pore is open.

The time-evolution equations for the pore radius r, the
total surface of the vesicle S=4�R2, and the optimal surface
A are given by �47�

rṙ = −
���

�
��r4

A2 −
�r2

��
+

r

�
�

= −
���

�
��r4

A2 −
�S − A�r2

A2 +
r

�
� , �1�

4�R
dR

dt
=

dS

dt
= −

8�C

3�S

�S − A − �r2�
A2 r3, �2�

dA

dt
= − �A , �3�

where � is the surface viscosity, � is the viscosity of the
internal water, and � is the line tension of the pore. The
constant C is given by �25�

C =
192�2	2

kBT
, �4�

where 	 is the bending modulus, kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and T is the absolute temperature. The characteristic
length � is defined by

� =
C

�
. �5�

The membrane tension � is given by

� = C
S − A

A2 . �6�

When � is sufficiently large, there are two solutions of Eq.
�1� for r
0; i.e., r=rc and r=rs�
rc�, where rc is the loca-
tion of the local maximum in the free energy and rs is at the
absolute minimum of the free energy. During the shrinking
dynamics, lipid molecules are pulled away from the vesicle
by surfactants, which leads to a decrease in A as in Eq. �3�.
Thus, the increased membrane tension � triggers the nucle-
ation of a pore with radius r: the absolute minimum of the
free energy appears at a finite value of r. After the formation
of a pore by nucleation, the internal water can leak out
through the pore and S decreases. Assuming A=const, Kaga
and Ohta performed numerical simulations of the pore clos-
ing dynamics for rhythmic-pore membranes �47�. However,
our microscopic observations revealed that vesicles exhibit
not only rhythmic-pore behavior but also continuous-pore
behavior, where the membrane pore remains open during
shrinkage. Here, based on the model presented by Kaga and
Ohta �47�, we discuss the observed trend in the two mem-

brane pore dynamics by considering the changes in both A
and S.

Since Eq. �1� has a stable steady solution for fixed A and
S, we set dr /dt=0:

�r2 − �S − A� = −
A2

r�
. �7�

By substituting this into Eq. �2�, we have

dS

dt
= −

8�C

3��

r2

S
. �8�

If A�r�, the solution of Eq. �7� can be approximated as
�r2�S−A and hence

dS

dt
= −

8C

3��

S − A

S
. �9�

From Eqs. �3� and �9�, we obtain the ratio of the rates of
changes in the actual and optimal surface areas

Q �
dS

dt
/
dA

dt
=

8�

3��

1 − A/S
A

. �10�

Since � is proportional to the surfactant concentration Csurf,
i.e., �=��Csurf, the condition for which Q	1 is thus found
to be

8�

3���
	 ACsurf , �11�

where we have assumed, for simplicity, A�S. When the ra-
tio Q of the dynamics of S and A is large, A is very slow so
that S catches up A, indicating that the membrane tension �
drops and the pore is closed. After a while, a new pore is
nucleated and the process is repeated as a rhythmic shrink-
age. On the other hand, when the ratio Q is small, the differ-
ence S−A may not become zero. In this case, the pore re-
mains open and the shrinkage is continuous. Thus, when the
vesicle is large �A and S are large but keeping A�S� and the
surfactant concentration is high, Q is small and hence con-
tinuous shrinkage is expected. In contrast, when the vesicle
is small and the surfactant concentration is low, the time
variation in A is slow and hence rhythmic shrinkage is ex-
pected. Thus, our model explains the observed trend in the
membrane pore dynamics as shown in Fig. 7.

The oscillatory tendency of rhythmic-pore dynamics with
regard to vesicle size and TX-100 concentration can also be
explained in terms of the elastic free energy. Since the dura-
tion of the no-pore state is much longer than that of the pore-
opening state in a given cycle �Fig. 3�a��, most of a cycle
period is spent waiting for nucleation in pore formation. If
the concentration of TX-100 is high, the decrease in A �in-
crease in �� is fast. In this situation, the waiting time �no-
pore period� is very short. Thus, a large amount of TX-100
should induce rhythmic-pore dynamics with a short cycle. In
addition, it has also been deduced that the period of one
cycle is proportional to the square of the vesicle radius �47�.

Real-time microscopic observations revealed the whole
dynamical process of lipid vesicles in surfactant-induced
membrane solubilization. We found that the vesicle acquires
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a temporary increase in excess membrane area that allows
large vesicular deformations, as shown in Fig. 1, before the
shrinking dynamics �53�. The first membrane-expansion be-
havior was observed independent of the subsequent
rhythmic- and continuous-pore dynamics. In a report on the
surfactant solubilization of submicron large unilamellar
vesicles �LUVs�, a three-stage model was proposed �42–45�.
First, the incorporation of surfactants into membranes leads
to an increase in vesicular size. Second, the saturated mem-
branes disintegrate because of the formation of lipid-
surfactant mixed micelles. Finally, all of the membrane ma-
terial is converted into mixed micelles. Thus, TX-100 first
leads to an increase in surface area by becoming incorpo-
rated into the bilayer membrane, and this is followed by a
decrease in area. This previous study using submicron
vesicles supports our results obtained with �m-sized giant
vesicles.

In summary, we studied the oscillatory pore motion of
fluid vesicles in a membrane solubilization process. Micro-
scopic observations clarified the dynamic phase diagram of
shrinking vesicles as a function of vesicle size and the con-

centration of surfactant. Rhythmic-pore dynamics can appear
with smaller vesicles and a lower concentration of the sur-
factant. The cycle period decreased with a decrease in the
vesicle size and an increase in the TX-100 concentration.
These trends can be explained in terms of the time-dependent
change in membrane tension as deduced from the elastic free
energy. These findings may contribute to a better understand-
ing of nonequilibrium membrane mechanics.
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